Unpolarized Raman spectra of quartz were obtained on a JY Horiba LabRAM HR800 Raman microprobe at Virginia Tech, using a high-resolution 800 mm focal-length spectrometer with 1800 lines/mm grating and a 100mW 514.57 nm argon laser. We used a 40x objective with a confocal aperture of 400 and a 150 μm slit width. The spectra were centered at 360 cm GSA Data Repository 2016227
a confocal aperture of 400 and a 150 μm slit width. The spectra were centered at 360 cm -1 (range of 73.8-633.1 cm -1 ) to allow simultaneous collection of the three main quartz peaks (~464, 206
and 127 cm -1 at ambient conditions) and three Ar plasma lines (520.30, 266.29 and 116 .04 cm -1 ), for drift correction. The Sifnos sample was analyzed using a 600 lines/mm grating (spectral range of 90.8-1909.7 cm -1 , centered at 1000 cm -1 ), with a Hg calibration lamp (1122.58 cm -1 ) for drift correction. Analyses included a 30 s dwell time over three acquisitions. All Raman lines were fitted using Peakfit v4.12 from SYSTAT Software Inc., using the Pearson IV model (as described for quartz by Schmidt and Ziemann, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2013) . A linear drift correction was applied to the peak positions based on the observed drift on the reference Ar plasma lines. Replicate analyses of a quartz standard were conducted periodically over one week, with the weighted average 464 cm -1 mode (ν 464 ) ambient position at 464.546 ± 0.052 cm -1 (2σ; The pressure in the host mineral is assumed to rise from ambient (1 bar) at the surface of the grain and increase to the inclusion pressure at the inclusion/host interface. As discussed in the main text, thick sections were prepared to 100-200 μm to ensure no stress relaxation of the inclusion occurred (i.e., pressure in the garnet host is ~1 bar at the planes of the thick section with respect to the analyzed inclusion). 
